P O R TA – F L O O R
P O R TA B L E

TENT &
WA L K WAY F L O O R I N G
GENERAL INFORMATION
PORTA-FLOOR is a system of plastic tiles, designed to provide a solid, finished floor surface for temporary
use. When installed, the flooring will follow the natural contours of the ground and is ideal for most
surfacing needs. Porta-Floor works well for tents, stadium grass protection, fairs, tradeshows, lawns,
gravel drives or parking lots, marquees, walkways, dance floors, sand or beach areas, ADA requirements,
and access paths and many other special events.
To handle the problem of wet floor surfaces during
your event, the Porta-floor tiles are ½” thick and
have been designed to allow the flow of surface
water underneath. The tiles also have holes in the
plastic which, when laid over lawns, allow the grass
below to breathe. Individual or groups of tile can
be removed to work around permanent obstacles
such as trees or planters.
For any event that requires a higher level of finish, carpet can be laid over the Porta-floor, creating a very
classy event floor.

EASY SELF-INSTALLATION
For a cost saving option install your-self
and save. Special roll-up and roll-out
design provides easy transport and quick
installation. Porta-floor’s underside is
cross-ribbed for weight distribution and
added strength. Rugged, non-slip
surfaces with drainage channels that
keep the top surface dry. Rolls come in
100 square ft pieces that are 5 foot wide
by 20 ft long and can be easily
connected. Simply connect or
disconnect individual treads.

PORTA-FLOOR COST
Porta-floor is actually one of the least expensive tent floor systems to rent and install. Prices are for 100
square feet rolls. For self-installation, rolls rent for $30.00. For us to install, most event situations will
cost about $40.00 per 100 square feet. Other considerations may add to this cost. Call for specifics.
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